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Purpose: Dobutamine stress echo (DSE) based wall motion scoring (WMS) has been a standard procedure for detecting coronary artery disease 
(CAD) through referral for coronary angiography (CAG). However, DSE is limited by image quality, subjectivity and reader expertise. We propose that 
a combination of DSE and regional left ventricular (LV) longitudinal strain (S%) by 2D speckle tracking will improve the diagnostic power of DSE for 
detecting CAD.
Methods:  33 subjects (76±9 yrs), 16 with CAD had a DSE 10±5 weeks prior to CAG and 26 subjects (72±12 yrs) (24 with CAD) had a DSE after 
CAG 1.3±1.7 weeks. CAD was defined as >75% denovo stenosis, or S/P PCI or S/P CABG. Positive DSE = patients with resting WMA or new WMA at 
peak stress. In addition, regional LV S% was computed using a novel 2D strain software. We compared the diagnostic accuracy of DSE alone and DSE 
with S% in diagnosing CAD in these 2 cohorts.
Results:  Prevalence of CAD in pre and post CAG cohorts was 54% and 92%, respectively. With WMS alone the diagnostic accuracy of DSE was 
modest. However, when a cut- off value of mid-LV S% was chosen to be <8% ( lower limit of 95% CI) there was a conspicuous increase in sensitivity 
and PPV. Global S% did not show incremental probability though apical strain did, albeit moderately. 
Conclusion: The diagnostic yield of DSE with WMS alone is sub-optimal. 2D speckle tracking echo with computation of regional and global 
longitudinal S% offers additive value in improving the sensitivity of CAD detection in intermediate-high CAD risk subjects.
